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DECISION An! DISMIS%.L

On September 24, '1974, Local 287 of Council #4, kmeric;
Federation of State, County and Municipal lknlopees,  .XFL-GI\3,
'hereinafter the Union, filed with the Connecticut  State Board
of Labor Relations, hereinafter the Board, a complainr;  alleg-
ing that the New Haven Board of Education, hereinafter the

Municipal Emgloyer,  had engaged and was engaging in practices
prohibited by Section 7-470 of the Municipal ZzFloyee  Relations
Act, hereinafter the Act, in that

. of the Act by refusing to si,gn  the
"the employer is in violation
c ozlfrcct

. negotiations".
as agreed ucou  in

After the requisite administrative ste$  had
been taken the matter was brought on for hearing befOr  the
Board at the New Haven City Hall on March 4, 1,975, at which
the parties appeared  and were given full opoortunity  fo Rresent
their claims and defenses. Both garties filed written briefs
which were received by the Board on July 14 and 17 by the
Municipal Employer and the Union, respectiveiy.

Upon the whole record before it the Board makes the follow-
ing findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order of dismissal.

Findings of Fact

1 . The New Haven Board of Education is a municipal employer
within the meaning of the Act.

2. The Union is an employee organization within the mean-
ing of the Act and has for many years been the statutory exclu-
sive bargaining representative of certain custodial and
maintenance employees of the employer.

3. The parties had in effect between July,1971,  and
June 30, 1973, a collective bargaining agreement.

4 . Article 24 of this agreement states the following:

Appendix C represents the hourly schedule for the
custodial positions in the various schools through-
out the system as of July 1, 1971.

5. Pursuant to ar$icle  39 of the agreement the parties
began negotiations for a successor agreement on February 6,
1973.



6. These negotiations produced two tentative agreements
between the negotiating teams both of which were rejected by
the union membership on July 13, 1973, and November 19, 1973,
respectively. The parties continued to negotiate.

7. On April 24, 1975, in American Arbitration Association
case #l2-39-0223-74  Arbitrator James V. Altieri decided a dis-
pute between the parties that arose under the 1971-73  agreement.
In a footnote to his discussion the arbitrator stated: "In
Appendix C of the collective bargaining agreement the manning
schedules for various schools are set out . . .I1

8. Thereafter the parties reached a third tentative
agreement which was embodied in a rough draft prepared by
Joseph DeMartino,  the employer's labor relations agent,in
the customary manner. This draft summarized the points of
tentative agreement that differed from the former agreement.
It did not purport  to use final contract language and both
parties so understood.
Tentative Agreement."

It was titled "Highlights of the

9.' The tentative agreement was submitted to and ratified
by the union membership on May IO,  1975.
"Highlights"

At the meeting the

spokesmen.
were presented to the membership by the union

10. Thereafter DeMartino, following the customary procedure,
drafted a formal contract for execution. This document out
into suitable language the tentative agreements outlined-in
the "Highlights" and in the former agreement. It also contained
a new section in article 24 which read as follows:

"Section 3 Anpendix C represents the hourly schedule
for tne custodial positions in the various schools,
it is listed for information and in no way implies
a manning commitment."

II. This new section had not been the subject of any
negotiations between the parties.
draftsman simply as a

It was inserted by'the
clarification of the meaning of the

former agreement snd.its  appendices.

‘resp%s  follow verbatim the language of the "Highlights"
The language in the final draft did not in many other

had not been intended to embody Tormal  contract language.
which

13. The parties contemplated  that the final contract would
embody the legal effect of their preliminary agreements but not
the exact language used in such agreements.

I4. The union refused to execute the final draft tendered
to it solely because the section'set  forth in paragraph IO, su~ra,
was a material alteration of the tentative agreement and the
employer refused to delete this section.

Conclusions of Law

1 . Where the parties have agreed to all the terms of a
collective bargaining agreement the refusal by either of them
to reduce this agreement to writing and execute it is a
practice prohibited by the Act, and the insistence by either
of them upon including in the writing a material change from
$k~t i;;or  agreement would also be a practice prohibited by

.

2.
tho legal

The appendices in the 1971-73  agreement did not have
effect of implying manning commitments by the employer.

3. The language quoted in paragraph IO  of the findings
of fact did not change the legal effect of the former agreement
or of the third tentative agreement embodied in the "Highlights."
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4. Its insertion by the employer, and insistence upon it
did not therefore constitute a practice prohibited by the Act.

5. While the formal award of an arbitrator is entitled
to res judicata (collateral estoppel) effect, the statement
of Arbitrator Altieri with respect to the appendices is not
shown to have been a matter or point actually litigated in the
proceedings, or necessarily determined therein, and is therefore
not binding on the parties in the present proceeding.

Discussion

If the informal agreement had included a stipulation
(express or implied) that its language would be carried forward
verbatim into the final draft, the union's complaint wpuld  be
well founded.

'It would also be well founded if the language added by the
employer in its final draft (See paragraph IO,  findings of fact)
had changed the legal effect of the prior oral agreement or the
~~Highiights.t~ But neither is the case.

We find that the verbal agreement and the informal writing
in the "Highlights" contenulated  that fo,rmal  language would be

found (for the final draft) which would carry out the legal
effect of the informal agreement but not that the exact phraseolo:gy

used l'n  the tentative oral agreements?? in the "Highlights" wouid
be so carried forward. Since this is so the principal question
here is whether the challenged language in, the final draft faith-

. fully reflects the legal effect of the preliminary agreement or
whether it departs from it.

In the respect in issue the preliminary or tentative agree-
ment embodied some additions to article 24 of the prior agreenent
entitled hours of work, by providing for two main shifts end
certain exceptional  snifts. The article (both originaily end

as modified) also provides that "Appendix  C represents the
hourly schedule for the custodial positions in the various
schools . . .". The challenged clause was not included. If
therefore Appendix C constituted or,implied  a msnning commit-
ment as it formerly stood then the addition of the challenged
language constituted a practice prohibited by the Act; if
Appendix C constituted or implied no such commitment, then

. there wasno  change in legal effect and no prohibited practice.

In City of Bristol, Case No. MPP-2842,  Decision No. 1305
(19751, we polnted  out that manning clauses are highly contro-
versial, often strenuously desired,by  unions and just as
strenuously opposed by employers. In thiscontext this Board
will not lightly find that an employer hassgreed  to msnning
restrictions ky innlication. Unless the restriction is expressed
or clearly implied it 1s  altogether unlikely.that  an employer
intended to be bound by it or realized that he had consented
to it. Since contracts are to be interpreted in the light of
mutual intent (where that is possible), it is unrealistic to
-that  an employer has Agreed  to such a restriction where
all he has apparently consented to is a schedule of wages or
hours of work for certain classifications of employees. We
refused to imply manning restrictions from such schedules in
Bristol and we refuse to imply them here. It follows that
theed  language did no more than reflect faithfully the
legal effect of the preliminary agreement. Its addition con-
stituted no prohibited practice.

The union raises an additional point* that Arbitrator
Altieri's  characterization of Appendix C (of the former
agreement) as a "m,anning  schedule" constituted a finding
of fact binding upon the parties to this proceeding as col-
lateral estoppel. We accept the uniori'~  proposition that
the doctrines of res ,iudicata  aarls  to arbitrators' awards.
See Corey v. Avco Lycoming  Division, 163 Conn.  309, 316-327

.
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But that does not help the union since the rules of collateral
estoppel preclude the binding effect here of the arbitrator's
statement.

One who claims the benefit of collateral estoppel has the
burden of proving (1) that the matter or point upon which
estoppel is claimed must have been actually litigated in the
former proceedings; (2) that it must have been determined therein
and (3)  that its determination must have been necessary to the
result in the former case.

11.21 (1965).
F. James, Civil Procedure 8 11.19 -

There is no sucn showing in tne record before us.
For all that appears the arbitratcr's statement  may have been
mere obiter dictum. The employer claims that it was and we have
no basis for-g  any other finding.

O R D E R--W-B
By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the

Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by the Municipal
Employee Relations Act, it is hereby

ORDERED, that the complaint herein be, and the same
hereby is, dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR  RELATIONS

TO:

New Haven Board of Education
Attn: Frank Altieri
200 Orange Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06510

Joseph N. DeMartino,  Labor Relations
City of New Haven
City Hall
New Haven, Connecticut 06510

Local 287 of Council #4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
Attn: Dominick A. Lucenti
742 Worthington Ridge
Berlin, Connecticut 06037

William S.'Zcman,  Esq.
18 North Main Street
West Hartford, Connecticut 06107

Ces3ed

Certified
@m

.
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NO. 10 05 84

LOCAL 287 OF COUNCIL #4,  AblERICAX ) COURT OF COIHMON  PLeAS
FEDERATION OF STATE, CGUNTY Ah%
HUk?ICJ.PAL  EMPLOYEES, AF'L-CIO ,'

VS. ,' COUNTY OF NEW HAVEN

CONXXTICUT STATE BOARD CF ,'
LABOR RELATICXS . -,,,_~_,.  <e.:,"  c.-.-.) ,-JULY ,A.; :1976. c, n:.: 7: I i .,

MEPIGRANDUM  OP DECISICN

On September 24, 1974, the plaintiff filed a complaint witk

the defendant alleging that the New tiaven Board of Education,

hereinafter called the Board, had engaged and was engaging in

practices prohibited by $ 7-470, General statutes, .the Municipal

Employee Relations Act, in that "the employer is in violation of

the act by refusing to sign the contract as agreed upon in neqot

tions." After a hearing, the defendant dismissed the complaint.

The plaintiff has appealed therefrom to this court under $ 4-183

of the Unifcrm  Administrative Procedure Act. .
:

The plaintiff has for many years been the statutory exclusi

bargaining representative of certain custodial and maintenance

employees of the Board. .The parties had a collective bargaining

agreement in effect between July, .1971,  and June 30, 1973.

Article 24 of this agreement, entitled "Hours of Work," consiste

of the following provision: "Appendix C represents the hourly

schedule for the custodial positions in the various schools

'F'l  L E D
@uN~T'HEZ;~:""

,;:.
.
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throughout the system as of July 1, 2971." Pursuant to Article 3

the parties began negotiations for a successor agreement on Febru

ary 6, 1973.

These negotiations produced two tentative agreements. The

first was reached on July 13, 1973. A summary was drafted by the

Board's negotiator a few days later in a form designated "High-

lights of Tentative Agreement." Under Article 24, titled,as  be-

fore, was found the following: "Agreement that there will be

basically two shifts: 7-4 and 3-11. Those cur,rently  employed on.

different schedules will continue to work such schedules. Once a

position becomes vacant, then management shall make a determina-

tion as to what hours the position will be scheduled." Shortly

thereafter this agreement was rejected. After further negotia-

tions, a second tentative agreement was reached on April 3,'1974.

nithin the month this resulted in a written synopsis prepared on
I

behalf of the employer called "Basis of the Tentative Agreement."

Article 24 now modified the earlier proposal by specifying the ex.

ceptional shifts and restricting changes from the odd day shifts

to the standard day shift while permitting changes from the

single odd night shift to either of the two main shifts. T h i s

tentative agreement was ratified by the locaimembership on May iC

1974. :.../. . :,:

Upon notification of acceptance of the tentative agreement b!

the union, the Board on May 21, 1974, drafted the new collective

oargaining agreement for the period July 1, 1973-June  30, 1976,

ma submitted it for review by the union before execution.

:,.
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Article 24, titled as before, was now enlarged from one to three

sections. The first established the two main shifts outlined

twice tentatively and provided that the hours of employees as-

signed to these shifts will not be changed unilaterally. The

second listed the exceptional shifts and incorporated the change

restrictions noted in the accepted tentative summary. The final

section broadened the language of the previous single part of

Article 24 to read as follows: "Appendix C represents the hourly

schedule for the custodial positions in the various schools, it j

listed for information and in no way implies a manning cbmmit-

ment." (Emphasis supplied.) _'.

The union's sole exception to the final agreement was the

extra wordage to the original text of Article 24 excluding any

implication of a manning contract. Claiming that this change was

not a part of the approved tentative agreement, the union now

demanded the restoration of the original language in the expired

contract, which the Board refused to do, maintaining the revisior

was necessary for clarification of this provision in the former

agreement. Admittedly there was no discussion of this amendment

between the parties prior'to this time. The Board offered five

alternative phraseologies, but these were not acceptable to the

union negotiators. The draft not having been accepted by the

union, a final contract was never prepared or presented by the

parties for signature. All other aspects of the agreement being

acceptable to the union, the City of New Haven unilaterally im-

plemented the remainder of 'its provisions pending a resolution of

the dispute.

- 3 -
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The union later disclosed its reason for the objection. It

beSieved  that Appendix C listing the custodial positions at each

school, their number and their hours, was a manning clause. Man-

ning, as the term implies, means that the positions designated

must be manned, and in this instance that the classifications

specified and their number would be locked into the shifts indi-

cated and fully manned or occupied. This the Board sought to

avoid. Anticipating such an interpretation for some undisclosed

reason, it attempted to prevent a later contract dispute. The

complaint to the defendant agency by the union followed:
.

After the hearing conducted by the defendant, but before it:

decision, an arbitration hearing was held between the contract

parties on a long-standing complaint by the union of a violation

of Article 31, 4 4, of the 1971 collective bargaining agreement.

This section provided as follows: "The night crews are not ex-

pected to staff the pools, gymnasiums, and boiler rooms in,

schools where pool attendants, gym attendants and/or engineers

are presently assigned." on April 24, 1975, in American krbitra.

tion Association case No. 12-39-0223-74, the arbitrator directed

the Board to cease and desist from making assignments in viola-

tion of this clause. In a footnote-to his decision the arbitrator

observed: "In Appendix C of the collective bargaining agreement

the manning schedules for the vcirious  schools are set out. All

pool attendants, gym attendants, or combined pool/gym attendants

are scheduled only durir.g  the day shift."

Claiming that this "Finding of the Arbitrator" was binding

3n  the parties and was material to the defendant's consideration,
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the union sought to reopen the hearing. This was denied. The

defendant's suggestion that the union cite the decision and ap-

pend a copy to the yet to be filed brief was adopted. Likewise,
l

the permission granted to the union at this time to amend its car

plaint to allege the benefit of collateral estoppel was exercise<

The option given to the Board to request a further hearing there.

after was not exercised.

Where the parties have agreed to all the terms of a collec-

tive bargaining agreement, the refusal by either of them to re-

duce this agreement to writing and esecute  it is a practice pro-

hibited by $ 7-470. (Emphasis supplied.) The insistence by eithc

of them upon including in the writing a material change from the

prior agreement would also be a prohibited practice. The title
. .

and language of Article 24 and the contents of Schedule C referre

to therein clearly exclude ,any  express or implied manning commit-

ment by the employer Board. The supplemental language to Article

24, $ 3, of the final draft of the proposed contract tendered td

the union did not change the legal effect of the expired agree-

ment or of the synopsis of the second tentative agreement reachec

on April 3, 1974. Its insertion by the Doard in the final draft

submitted to the union and the former's insistence upon it did

not, ' therefore, constitute a practice prohibited by law.

The defendant rejected the plaintiff's claim of collateral

estoppel by the arbitrator's award. The doctrines of res judi-

cata and collateral cstoppel apply equally to arbitrators'

awards as to court judgments. c0rey.v. Avco-Lycoming DivisiOn(
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163 Conn. 316-319. collateral estoppel is that aspect of res

judicata which is concerned with the effect of a final judgment

on the subsequent litigation of a different cause of action in-

volving some of the issues determined in a former action betwee

the parties. Corey v. Avco-Lycoming Civision, supra, p. 317;

Brockett v. Jensen, 153 Conn. 328, 337. "Where a question of f(

essential to the judgment is actually litigated and determined

by a valid and final judgment, the determination is conclusive

between the parties in a subsequent action on a different cause

of action. . . . (2) A judgment on one cause of action is not.

conclusive in a subsequent action on a different cause of action

as to questions of fact not actually litigated and determined i:

the first action." Restatement, Judgments 5 68, cited approvinc

ly in Corey and Grockett, supra.

"There can be no collateral estoppel, however, unless the

barties wore, in fact, adversaries on the issue in question. The

rule has been well-stated in these words: 'The rendition of a

judgment in an action does not conclude parties to the action

who are not adversaries under the pleadings as to their rights

inter se upon matters which they did not'litigatc, or have an.

opportunity to litigate, between themselves .I Restatement, Judb

ments $ 82." Broc!tett  v. Jensen, supra, p. 338. one who claim:

the benefjt  of collateral estopped  has the burden of proving

(1) that the matter or point upon which estoppel is claimed mus'

have been actually litigated in the former proceedings: (2) that
.; i

it must have been determi!led  thercip, and (3) that its determini
.

tion must have been necessary to the ,result  in the former’case.
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James, Civil Procedure S 11.19 - 11.21. The defendant's con-

clusion that the plaintiff failed to sustain this burden of

proof is supported by the record.

The appeal of the plaintiff is, accordingly, d'ismissed.

.


